NICK-O-MATIC’S FEM15 QUIZ:
THE ANSWER SHEET
This answer sheet, besides reviewing the correct answers, also contains some basic statistics (best results and average) for each question. Furthermore, it explains some grading.
This makes afterbattling and self-grading possible for those non-femmers that want to see
how they would have succeeded in FEM15! I by the way recommend this for everyone, and
I’m keeping up a record list in Mopolauta containing both inofficial afterbattle and official
FEM15 results! Also I can grade your results if you wish.
1. Name all the kuskis whose nickname has only two characters and they have had at least
one WR! One point per kuski.

Solution:
1. dz (WRs in 4, 9, 16, 19, 22, 24, 29, 30, 33, 35, 36, 39, 43, 50, 51 and 54)
2. mr (WRs in 2, 10, 13, 16, 23, 27, 38, 41, 44, 46, 47 and 52)
3. jx (WRs in 12, 24 and 45)
4. Tm (WRs in 30 and 42)
5. ap (WR in 7)
6. KD (WR in 39)
7. as (WR in 2)
8. xp (WR in 44)
This was dominated by adi (7/8, only missed jx, was the only one to know ap and as).
The 2nd best score was 3/8 (shared by many), which was perhaps a bit disappointing
since this was my personal favourite question – spotting 2-character players has
always been close to my heart when browsing WR tables and WR statistics, but
apparently this isn’t true for everyone. :P
Dz only knew himself and forgot e.g. his teammate mr. =) Very many guessed px
(who has had Across WRs but they didn’t count this time, sorry). Also MP was
frequently guessed. Didn’t allow jp because the official Moposite nick is talli. The
average was 2.14/8.

2. Name all the teams whose name has only one character and which have had at least one
WR! One point per team.
Solution:
1. [.] (WRs in 23, 50 and 54 by psy)
2. [y] (WR in 12 by Krus)
3. [r] (WR in 30 by EsEx)
[Q] and also [¿] were frequent guesses. Abula was the only one to get 2 points and
he was also the only one to know [r]. The average was 0.48/3
3. Name all the teams for which Zweq has driven WRs as well as the chronological order.
1/2 points per team plus 1 point for the order.
Solution: No team → TTT → WNO → IC → DZ → no team → WNO
Zweq has probably the most diverse team history of all players. As detailed by Zweq
himself (translated to English and parsed by me):
My first WR (Bumpy Journey in #109) was driven teamless. My first
team was TTT (The Triumph Team). Once others in TTT didn’t play
anymore, we made WNO (We who are Not as Others) with Juzam. DarMoeD made a comeback in late 2003 or early 2004 and I managed to
lure him to WNO. Then Cloud wanted to make a super team, so he and
TorInge got rid of deadnite and skint0r from their team IC (Imagination
Crossers (?)) and I joined with DarMoeD. This didn’t work out at all
and it wasn’t possible to go back to WNO with DarMoeD (DarMoeD
didn’t want to share recs with Juzam and John), so me and DarMoeD
made our own team DZ (DarmZweq). Then DarMoeD got caught from
cheating and I was teamless for a while until I was asked to rejoin WNO.
Grades for some answered orders:
• TTT → DZ → WNO

1/2

• TTT → DZ → IC → WNO

1/4

• TTT → WNO

1/4

• DZ → WNO

1/4

• no team → ICE → WNO

1/4
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ICE was a common answer but it was worth 0 points since ICE and IC are different
teams. Also “no team” counts so the best possible result is 5 teams corresponding to
2 1/2 points + 1 point for the order = 3 1/2 points. The best score was nailed by axxu
(4 teams + 1/4 order points = 2 1/4 points). Average was 0.89/(3 1/2).

4. (1 point) Which one has had more WRs in different levels? Zweq or team WNO? Or
have they had equally many?

Solution: Both have had WRs in 49 different levels:
• Zweq is missing 21, 29, 30, 42 and 53.
• WNO is missing 8, 12, 21, 30 and 47.
This question wasn’t very good, it guides you to answer either “WNO” or “Zweq”
even though I tried to highlight the possibility of both having equally many WRs. I
could have constructed much better question out of this interesting statistic. Hoever,
Lousku saved the day and gave the correct answer! Also a bonus point for adi for
knowing that Zweq has had 49 WRs!

5. Which one of these kuskis has had the most WRs in different levels?
(a) (1 point) Luther, Jokke or zeth?
Solution:
• Jokke (15 WRs: 8, 9, 12, 13, 15, 22, 23, 24, 26, 31, 35, 36, 42,
49 and 51) – He knew this himself!
• Luther (9 WRs: 16, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 46 and 48) – Luther himself of
course answered himself :P
• zeth (9 WRs: 6, 15, 19, 29, 31, 33, 46, 47 and 48)
(b) (1 point) Bjorn, Stini or FinMan?
Solution:
• FinMan (4 WRs: 30, 31, 32 and 46)
• Stini (3 WRs: 30, 39 and 47)
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• Bjorn (1 WR: 1) – remember that the Bjorn in official WR tables is different person to Bjenn, who has made 8 WRs. Bjorn had Warm Up WR in
tables #18–#27. Nevertheless, since this is quite a hair-splitting question,
as a consolation prize Bjorn is worth 1/2 points as well.
(c) (1 point) Kuper, Axxu or ramone?
Solution:
• ramone (6 WRs) – ramone himself answered Kuper. :( He said he
thought he has had 4 WRs only. :D
• Axxu (4 WRs: 4, 13, 22 and 32)
• Kuper (3 WRs: 5, 29 and 37)
All in all full 3 points for Jokke, Kortsu, Markku, roope and Tisk for this.
Average was 1.64/3 points.
6. (1 point) In how many different internals the WR has been held by a kuski without a
team at least once?

Solution: 43 (in 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26,
27, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53 and
54 – so in levels 9, 11, 13, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 36, 43 and 48 the WR has always been
held by someone belonging to some team).
Grading:
• 1 point for the exact answer
• 3/4 points for max 2 difference (41, 42, 44 or 45)
• 1/2 points for max 6 difference (38, 39, 40, 46, 47 or 48)
• 1/4 points for max 10 difference (33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 49, 50, 51, 52 or 53)
The closest answer was by zebra (37). So nobody got more than 1/4 points for this
one! Total amount of answers worth 1/4 points was 4.

7. Only winners will be remembered. Or will they? Who won these cups and competitions?
(a) (1 point) FFCup1.
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Solution: Ali.
This was known only by adi and roope.
(b) (1 point) FFCup3.
Only adi knew this one.
Solution: GRob.
(c) (1 point) Noobstyle competition.
Solution: Laramie/nick-o-matics girlfriend.
(d) (1 point) World Cup 1.
Solution: BoBBo.
Tisk was the sole one with the correct answer.
(e) (1 point) Banana Cup 4.
Solution: BoneLESS.
(f) (1 point) S/L Cup.
Solution: jblaze.
Nobody knew.
(g) (1 point) Mastercup 2.
Solution: axxu.
(h) (1 point) Spring Run Cup.
Solution: Yorki (York).
Nobody knew.
The highest number of points (5/10) travelled to adi’s point basket. The average
was 1.82/10.
8. Which internal is the only one where you start on top of flag (in the default LGR)?
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Solution: 09: Tunnel terror

Nobody knew this wtf? It was maybe because the original assignment in FEM15
was a bit unclear (“Which internal is the only one where you start behind ag (in
the default LGR)?”). Freefall was answered few times and it is really close there so
maybe should have given some partial bonus points.
Credit for this question goes to bene.

9. Who are these elmers?
(a) (1 point) Author of the “Replays Sharing” topic in Mopolauta.
Solution: Cloud.
This was known by quite many (Luther, Markku, Orcc and Ramone) which
positively surprised me.
(b) (1 point) Author of the “Elma Trivia” topic in Mopolauta.
Solution: gimp.
Nobody knew.
(c) (1 point) Author of the “The personal questions” topic in Mopolauta.
Solution: magicman.
Nobody knew.
(d) (1 point) Author of botch battle levels.
Solution: Mawane.
(e) (1 point) Author of Perse, Peppu, Pylly and Peba battle levels.
Solution: Jeppe.
(f) (1 point) Author of the BpLev battle levels.
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Solution: barryp.
(g) (1 point) Author of the Juha battle levels.
Solution: Bjenn.
(h) (1 point) The greatest (elma) legend of all time. Author of yy, kaa, koo, nee, vii,
. . . , ysikasi, ysiysi battle levels.
Solution: Koopa!
(i) (1 point) Revived the Kuski of Month contest in 2009.
Solution: Raven.
Nobody knew. I thought this would have been ezish.
The best total score was scored by Markku with impressive 6/9. The average
was 1.51/9.
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10. Find all the kuski names! =D They can be in any direction (also diagonally and backwards). Minimum nick length limit is 3 characters. 1/4 points per nick found.
A

K

V

E

X

T

E

C

B

M

O

K

M

R

I

M

C

I

B

O

R

G

A

J

D

K

O

O

P

A

S

X

E

L

R

P

L

A

N

I

F

R

A

A

T

S

M

I

G

N

I

N

E

J

A

P

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Solution:
1. ExTeC

A3(→)

2. error

A6(.)

3. GRob

C5(←)

4. Koopa

A1(&)

5. Maala

B7(.)

6. mikl

B1(↓)

7. MJXII

B7(↓)

8. niN

G1(→) G3(←) (terb0 the only one to realize both!)

9. pajen

G7(←)

10. Rob

C4(←)

11. Staar

F5(←)

B3(↓)

E2(↑)

D1(→)

(both unintended!)

Didn’t allow k00 × 3 and p00 × 3 (both from the 3 Koopas), because 0 6= O and
it would be potential 6 · 1/4 = 1.5 point disadvantage for those that considered this
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difference to those that didn’t. Other disallowed nicks: Kom, Gaas, Lan, Rax, Moo,
Kim, paj, jen, MJX, Mool. Rax was in two different papers but I guess he still isn’t
an actual kuski. . . ?
In total (at least) 11 unique nicks were hidden a total of 15 times. This corresponds
to 15 × 1/4 = 3 3/4 points. Highest points went to Markku and Smibu (12 nicks, 3
points). The average was 1.82.
11. Translate from Acrossish to English (or Finnish):
(a) (2 points) “Is it anyone har gott trialbike lgr?”
Solution: Does anyone have [the] trialbike lgr?
There actually was a typo in the assignment, which is a famous IRC quote by
SoC back from 2002:
[15:58:37] <SoCan> is it anyone har gott trailbike lgr
So “trailbike” was misspelt to “trialbike”. Orcc, however, impressively corrected
this. A feat worth a bonus point!
(b) (2 points) “Reminded my of you him pic.”
Solution: “That/the pic[ture] reminded me of you.”
Some graded answers:
• His picture reminded me of you

1 1/2 points

• Reminds me of you in the picture

1 1/4 points

• The pic of him reminded me of how you look

1 point

• Reminded me of that picture of yours

1/2

points

• He reminded me of you

1/4

points

• You reminded (looked like) him in the picture

1/4

points

• Reminded me of his picture

0 points

• His picture reminded (looked like) me

0 points

Thank you for veezay for help with these.
(c) (2 points) “Hev nevar whanged anything so bade!” “My toon’t.”
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Solution: “I have never wanted anything so badly!” “Me neither.”
Here the both sentences were worth 1 point each. Some graded answers:
• He has never wanted anything so badly!

3/4

• Mine/my too

0 points

points

Full 6 points for Abula, axxu, Lousku, Markku, terb0 and Ville_J (and 7 points
for Orcc). The total average was 4.65/6. This assignment was veezay’s artwork,
as well as the next one!
12. (2 points) Translate from English to Acrossish:
“My opinion can’t be challenged.”
Solution: “Myne onion canen’t be chalenged” (veezay’s model answer). Staggeringly
this was also exactly Lousku’s answer! Reading his answer was the moment for me
in this year’s grading process.
Only Lousku was awarded with full 2 points by veezay. Other honorable answers
(worth 1 3/4 points):
• “Mans canen’t chaleng my onion” (Markku)
• “Impsy challenge myne opinion” (Orcc)
The average was 0.63/2.
13. (3 points) Name three kuskis who have won Kuski of Month award but have not made
an internal WR. Only three guesses allowed.
Solution: Barbapappa (BarTek), CSabi, DarMoeD, deadelous, GuyB, insane guy,
J-Sim, MJXII, mrDJ, mrickx, MP, MUe, nh, Nostrada, petsen, px, ribot, skint0r,
SoC, SveinR, The_OooO, Viper_KillerGuy and zebra.
DarMoeD was considered to be a legit answer since technically he only has driven
cheated WRs. :) He was also answered by Orcc. Kopaka was very common answer,
but staggeringly he has never won a KOM award – he has only been 5th in March
2003 and 5th in March 2004. DarMoeD was considered to be a legit answer since
technically he only has driven cheated WRs. :) He was also answered by Orcc.
Also Ville_J and Abula were answered few times, but Ville_J hasn’t won KOM and
Abula has had WRs in ints 14 and 30.
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It would have been possible to construct a full 3-point answer solely from people
present (BarTek, insane guy and zebra). Nobody did that, but full 3 points for
Abula and Orcc nevertheless. Insane guy and BarTek correctly answers themselves
but seems zebra forgot that he has won KOM. :P Average was 1.11/3.
14. (4 points) Who has made these battle levels?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Solution:
a) Ramone (Two201.lev) – he answered this right himself, but according to him he
only did it because he heard someone wondering it’s his lev. :)
b) Koopa! (KpaPi088.lev)
c) zebra (z0294.lev) – he didn’t know this himself. :) However, Orcc knew this one.
d) talli (jp1645.lev). Nobody knew.
Orcc got the best score (3/4). The total average was 0.76/4.
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15. This is the first event of the FEM beer battle 2015 (the flower is in “E”).

(a) (5 points) What will be the wintime of the full battle (both drunk and sober divisions count)? The closest guess will get 5 points, the 2nd closest 3 and then 2, 1
and 1/2 points.
Solution: 20.41 s
Kuski
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Ville_J
Abula
Orcc
Ismo
Tisk

Answer (s)

Difference (s)

Points

20.38 s
21.00 s
19.22 s
21.95 s
17.33 s

−0.03
0.59
−1.19
1.54
−3.08

5
3
2
1
1/2

Extremely well-earned 5 points for Ville_J!
(b) (2 points) What will be the winroute of the full battle?

Solution:
This was known by quite many. 1/2 bonus points for those that mentioned
the spin/flip! And also 1/2 bonus points for Ramone for comical beer division
winroute. :D
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(c) (1 point) Who will win it?
Solution: Markku.
Only axxu, Ramone and Tisk trusted Markku in this one.
This question was first about guessing the maker of the level (MP), but the
question had to be changed because Abula mentioned that MP made it when
he didn’t yet know that it is going to be a quiz question. :D
But then to the renaults! Both the official FEM 2015 and afterbattle results are shown:
Total

FEM 2015
Kuski

Afterbattle

#

#

Points

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
10.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
23.
25.
26.

1. Orcc
2. adi
3. Markku

33
32 1/4
31 1/4

4. Ville_J
5. axxu
6. roope

24 3/4

22
21 3/4
21 3/4
21 1/4

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18 3/4

18. BarTek
19. dz
19. insane guy
21.

k00

Kuski

Points

1.

Zweq

29 1/2

2.

jonsykkel

22 1/2

3.

talli

21

4.

Zox

11 3/4

5.

Koopa

9 1/4

23
22 3/4

7. zebra
8. Lousku
8. Tisk
10. Abula
Smibu
Ismo
Ramone
terb0
Luther
Jokke
Kortsu

#

17 1/2
16
14 1/2
14 1/4
12 1/2
12
11
10 1/2
10 1/2
8

If all the awarded bonus points from different assignments (3 points in total) are taken
into account, the best possible score is 67 1/4 points.
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Epilogue
February 23, 2016
The quiz originally took place on Saturday 15th of August 2015 in Finnish Elma Meeting
at Virrin tila, Sastamala. This means that it took me half an year to grade this whole gak.
During those six months several mans have requested the renaults. However, there were
plenty of other high-priority tasks distracting me from doing it, both during and after FEM.
And grading the femquiz certainly is not something that should be done with left hand.
Grading it involves great responsibility and tough decisions in ambiguous situations. These
decisions can have dramatically high importance as is manifested by the extraordinarily
small gaps particularly in positions 1–3 and 5–10. Erroneous and/or unfair grading could
have easily cost dearly for some quizzers (well maybe did it anyway despite of this extensive
grading but I hope not). But whatever the reasons were, since the grading got so badly
delayed I decided to make the answer sheet properly with all the comments. And this led to
even more delay. . . =)
Anyway, making of this quiz, seeing mans happily and enthusiastically answering to the
questions in a beautiful sunshine, and seeing some very impressive performances by several
contestants in some questions really made my FEM15. So despite some tedious work being
involved, arranging this quiz was my pleasure, as it was in the case of 2014 femquiz. This
quiz will most certainly happen in every FEM I am attending (I am open for question ideas
by the way!), which, in turn, will hopefully be great in numbers.
Sincerely,
nick-o-matic
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